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A / To : D. Macina, AL Perrot, E. Tsesmelis / TS-LEA, D. Forkel-Wirth, S. Roesler 

/ SC-RP 
 
De / From : C. Bertone / TS-IC 
 
C/c : P. Bonnal / AB-SU, C. Hauviller, K. Kershaw, P. Minginette / TS-IC 
 
Objet / Subject : Input data and technical requirements for TAN detectors and CU bars 
handling during the LHC life - DRAFT 
 

1. AIM OF THE DOCUMENT 
The aim of this document is to collect and confirm input data needed for the study of the 
handling equipment and procedures for TAN detectors and copper bars exchange during the life 
of LHC. It is circulated in draft form as base for discussion and for approval. 

2. SITUATION 

2.1 TAN position and access 
4 TANs are installed into the LHC machine, 2 on both sides of IP1 in RI132 (pt1L) and RI171 
(pt1R) and 2 in both sides of point 5 in UJ53 (pt5L) and R571 (pt5R). 
TANs at point 1 are accessible from SD1 shaft (lift and crane), access control doors and 
chicanes into shielding walls. The dimensions of the biggest object that can enter into the tunnel 
without dismantling the shielding walls are determined by the chicane. 
TANs at point 5 are accessible from PM56 shaft (lift), access control doors and chicanes 
(+shielded motorized door). The dimension of the biggest object that can enter into the tunnel 
via PM56 shaft is the 1200x800mm (lift dimensions). 
During shutdowns, access for heavier equipment will be possible after opening the shielded 
doors at point 4 and 6 to accede the point 5 and dismantling of shielding walls at point 1 [1]. 

2.2 TAN description, dimensions and tilt 
Each TAN is equipped with a slot on its top that will receive several types of detectors and 
copper bars. The actual size of the slot (after several measuring campaigns) is 94,9mm (width), 
998mm long, 605mm height. TAN is composed by several layers of iron and between one and 
the other a step is generally present. The maximum measured step (positive) is 1mm. 
In the TAN position, the tunnel has a proper slope and tilt. That means that the slot on the TAN 
is not vertical, but has a horizontal shift in both directions of the plane from the bottom to the 
top. Meanwhile, the detectors are vertical when inserted. This shift constitutes an obstacle that 

                                                 
1 Dismantling of shielding walls at point 1 is possible only from inside the machine. Heavy handling means should 
then com from point 2 and 8 and this should be forbidden if the LHC is not in shutdown period. 
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shall be corrected in some way by the handling means to be used. Here below in Table 1 the tilt 
and slope angles plus the shift of each slot on its whole height. 
 

TAN 
pos. 

Slope Longitudinal error on overall 
height of the slot [mm] 

Tilt Transversal error on overall 
height of the slot [mm] 

LSS1R 0.7º 7.5mm 0.45º 4.8mm 
LSS1L 0.7º 7.5mm 0.38º 4mm 
LSS5R 0.7º 7.4mm 0.37º 4mm 
LSS5L 0.7º 7.5mm 0.37º 4mm 

Table 1: tilt and slope of LHC tunnel at TAN position 

2.3 Detectors 

2.3.1 TAN point 1 detectors and luminosity 
During the LHC life, TAN at point IP1L and IP1R will be equipped with 4 different detectors: 
- LHCf that can stand a luminosity up to 123010 −− scm  (independent experience) 
- ATLAS ZDC ECAL (composed by a long element generally defined as ‘type 3’) that can 

stand up to 1233102 −−× scm  (ATLAS collaboration) 
- BRAN that can stand the nominal luminosity of the machine 123410 −− scm  (an LHC 

luminosity detector) 
- ATLAS ZDC HCAL (composed by 2 short elements defined ‘type 1’ and one medium 

defined as ‘type 2’) that can stand up to 1233102 −−× scm  (ATLAS collaboration) 
None of those detectors can stand the high temperature that is reached during a bakeout. 

2.3.2 TAN point 5 detectors and luminosity 
TAN at point IP5L and IP5R will be equipped with 3 different detectors: 
- CMS ZDC ECAL that can stand up to 1233102 −−× scm  (CMS collaboration) 
- BRAN that can stand the nominal luminosity of the machine 123410 −− scm  (an LHC 

luminosity detector) 
- CMS ZDC HCAL that can stand up to 1233102 −−× scm  (CMS collaboration) 
None of those detectors can stand the high temperature that is reached during a bakeout. 

2.4 Copper bars function 
Each TAN is equipped with a complete set of copper bars (10 in the actual configuration). Their 
functions are: 
- fill the gaps between the detectors to give the necessary V potential decrease to each 

detector and for RP reasons 
- replace the ZDC detectors when they are absent and protect the D2 magnet at luminosity 

123410 −− scm  from quenching 
It has been recently proven that they are unnecessary during bakeout that can be successfully 
done with or without copper bars. 

2.5 Radiation dose rates 
The dose rates used in this document are taken from the studies performed by N. Mokhov 
whose results are collected in annex 1. These rates are average; the dose rates on the lowest part 
of the detectors and Cu bar will be considerably higher. 

2.6 Manual handling 
The manual handling system of these detectors that has been developed for the installation of 
the detectors and Cu bars into the TAN before the first LHC run is installed on a standard 
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forklift with a jib arm [ref. EDMS 8 5 74 68  v . 2 ] . This system showed the problem of slots 
and detector dimensions incompatibility in standard and radioactive environment. 
For its long proximity and contact between the detectors/Cu bars and operators, it has been 
refused by RP as handling system of radioactive elements. 

3. DETECTORS AGREED DIMENSIONS AND INTERFACES 

3.1 Dimensions and requirements applicable to all detectors 
Due to sever space restrictions in the tunnel and between the detectors, the agreed overall 
dimensions for handling in radioactive environment are: 

- 92mm wide (for 1,5mm space on each side of the detector) 
- 2mm x 15 degrees chamfer on the bottom part of each detector (to overpass the 1mm 

step) 
- Into the slot longitudinal direction, a gap of 4mm on both side of each detector shall be 

assured 
- If centering pins are present to align the detector with respect to the TAN in final 

position, they shall not be cylindrical, but conical and they shall tolerate a longitudinal 
misalignment of 4mm and transversal one of 1,5mm. This means that if the lowering 
position of the detector has a longitudinal error of 4mm and transversal one of 1,5mm, 
those pins shall enter their seat and allow the correct alignment. 

- The upper part of each detector that protrudes from the TAN top surface shall be lower 
than 28cm (to leave 8cm between each detector completely extracted from TAN and 
the lowest obstacle above it, i.e. cable trays). 

- In the upper part, a handling point shall be present: this is composed by a M12 screw 
hole and its position shall correspond to the center of gravity of the detector. Lifting 
points permanently stay on the detectors. 

- Cables and pipes connecting the detectors shall be firmly fixed on the TAN or on the 
detector itself when the detectors are removed: they shall not in any way drop into the 
slot during the handling operations 

- Connecting/Disconnecting operations must be faster than 30min, they shall not require 
for the operators to stand on the TAN. 

3.2 LHCf electrical box dimensions and position 
To allow the removal of all the detectors, the external electrical box of LHCf shall have an 
overall external dimension of ~350x250mm and leave free a zone (between the slot side and the 
electrical box) of 135mm wide.  

3.3 BRAN electrical card removal and electrical box dimensions 
To allow the removal of all the detectors, the BRAN electrical card will be removed for the 
handling of ZDCs at point 5. If further studies will show that the electrical box on the top of the 
BRAN protrudes too much into the ZDC handling zone, it is accepted to reduce the electrical 
box dimension before installation. 

4. FIRST AND SECOND YEARS: RUNS AT MAXIMUM LUMINOSITY OF 1233102 −−× scm  

4.1 Predicted LHC run and layout of TAN slots 
Here below the scenario of occupation of the TAN slots during the first 2 years of LHC 
exploitation in chronological steps. 
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• TAN 1L et 1R: 
o First year TAN 1L 

Step Luminosity Source Slot 
1 

Slot 
2 

Slot 
3 

Slot 4 Slot 
5 

Slot 6 Slot 
7 

Slot 
8 

Slot 
9 

Slot 
10 

A 1028÷1030 
cm-2s-1 

pp LHCf BRAN
A 

Cu 
bar 

ZDC 
type 1 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

B 1030÷1033 
cm-2s-1 

pp Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

BRAN
A 

Cu 
bar 

ZDC 
type 1 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

C Shutdown -- Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

BRAN
A 

Cu 
bar 

ZDC 
type 1 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

D Bakeout -- Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Empty Cu 
bar 

Empty Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Table 2: slot occupation of TAN LSS1L during first LHC year 

o Second year TAN 1L, first year and second year TAN 1R 
Step Luminosity Source Slot 

1 
Slot 
2 

Slot 
3 

Slot 4 Slot 
5 

Slot 
6 

Slot 
7 

Slot 
8 

Slot 
9 

Slot 
10 

A 1028÷1030 
cm-2s-1 

pp LHCf BRAN
A 

Cu 
bar 

ZDC 
type 
1 

ZDC 
type 
1 

ZDC type 
2 

Cu 
bar 

B 1030÷1033 
cm-2s-1 

pp ZDC type 
3 

Cu 
bar 

BRAN
A 

Cu 
bar 

ZDC 
type 
1 

ZDC 
type 
1 

ZDC type 
2 

Cu 
bar 

C 1025÷1027 

cm-2s-1 (2nd 
year only) 

HI  ZDC type 
3 

Cu 
bar 

BRAN
A 

Cu 
bar 

ZDC 
type 
1 

ZDC 
type 
1 

ZDC type 
2 

Cu 
bar 

D Shutdown -- ZDC type 
3 

Cu 
bar 

BRAN
A 

Cu 
bar 

ZDC 
type 
1 

ZDC 
type 
1 

ZDC type 
2 

Cu 
bar 

E Bakeout -- Empty Cu 
bar 

Empty Cu 
bar 

Empty Cu 
bar 

Table 3: slot occupation of TAN LSS1R during first year and TAN LSS1L and LSS1R during second year 

• TAN 5L et 5R: 
S Luminosity Source Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 

3 
Slot 
4 

Slot 
5 

Slot 
6 

Slot 
7 

Slot 
8 

Slot 
9 

Slot 
10 

A 
B 

1028÷1033 
cm-2s-1 

pp ZDC 
ECAL 

BRAN Cu 
bar 

CMS ZDC HCAL 

C 1025÷1027 

cm-2s-1 (2nd 
year only) 

HI ZDC 
ECAL 

BRAN Cu 
bar 

CMS ZDC HCAL 

D Shutdown -- ZDC 
ECAL 

BRAN Cu 
bar 

CMS ZDC HCAL 

E Bakeout -- Empty Cu 
bar 

Empty 

Table 4: slot occupation of TAN LSS5L and LSS5R during first 2 years 
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4.2 Predicted exchanges, time allowed, residual dose rates 
In the following page Table 5 including all elements exchanges that are approved today 
(detectors and copper bars) is presented. Table 5 includes all predicted changes for the first 2 
years (phase I of LHC) when the maximum luminosity will be 

1233102 −−× scm . 

4.3 Unforeseen but probable detector handling, time allowed, residual dose rates 

4.3.1 Return of LHCf during the second year 
It is quite likely that the LHCf detector will return and replace both ATLAS ZDCs type 3 (+1 
CU bar) at point 1 during the second year. In such a case, the ZDC type 3 average residual 
doses will be ~1mSv/h if the LHCf is inserted at the end of the shutdown or 25mSv/h if the 
LHCf is inserted immediately after a 

1233102 −−× scm  luminosity run. 

4.3.2 Bakeout 
The case of bakeout shall be considered as a design case since a bakeout will be necessary after 
the insertion of missing collimators and other components that are foreseen for Phase II. 

4.3.3 Emergency removal in case of detector failure 
Table 5 does not include the case of an emergency removal of one of the detectors due to 
failure. In such a case, the ZDC average residual dose can be considered ~25mSv/h (100 days 
of irradiation, 1 day of cool down). 
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                 Position 
Year/Step 

TAN 1L TAN 1R TAN 5L TAN 5R Time available 
for exchange 

Average residual dose rates 
[ref. annex 1] 

Year 1, step AB [2] 
luminosity reaches 

123010 −− scm  

remove LHCf 
install 3 Cu bars 

remove LHCf 
install ZDC type 3 
install 1 Copper bar 

  12 hours after 1 
day cool down? 

LHCf=10μSv/h [3] 
ZDC no radiation 
CU no radiation 
TAN aisle side=10μSv/h[3] 

Year 1, step DA [2] 
case no Bakeout 
after shutdown before re-
injecting 

 remove 5 copper bars 
install 1 ZDC type 1 
install ZDC type 2 
install ZDC type 3 

  1 week after 3 
months cool 
down? 

ZDC no radiation 
copper bars=0,1-0,3mSv/h [5] 
TAN aisle side=2μSv/h [5] 

Year 1, step DE [2] 
case of bakeout: 
before bakeout 

remove BRAN 
remove ZDC type 1 
install cover? 

remove BRAN 
remove 2xZDC type 1 
remove ZDC type 2 
remove ZDC type 3 
install cover? 

remove BRAN 
remove ZDC ECAL 
remove ZDC HCAL 
install cover? 

remove BRAN 
remove ZDC ECAL 
remove ZDC HCAL 
install cover? 

1 week after 1 
month cool 
down? 

BRAN=? [4] 
ZDC=2mSv/h [4] 
TAN aisle side=3μSv/h [4] 

Year 1, step EA [2] 
case of bakeout: 
after bakeout before re-injecting 

remove cover? 
remove 5 copper bars 
install ZDC type 3 
install BRAN 
install 2xZDC type 1 
install ZDC type 2 

remove cover? 
install ZDC type 3 
install BRAN 
install 2xZDC type 1 
install ZDC type 2 

remove cover? 
install BRAN 
install ZDC ECAL 
install ZDC HCAL 

remove cover? 
install BRAN 
install ZDC ECAL 
install ZDC HCAL 

1 week after 3 
months cool 
down? 

BRAN? [5] 
ZDC=1mSv/h [5] 
copper bars=0,1-0,3mSv/h [5] 
TAN aisle side= 2μSv/h [5] 

Year 2, step DA [2] 
no bakeout 
after shutdown, before injection 
of high luminosity beam  

remove 2xZDC type 1 
remove ZDC type 2 
remove ZDC type 3 
install 6 copper bars 

remove 2xZDC type 1 
remove ZDC type 2 
remove ZDC type 3 
install 6 copper bars 

remove ZDC ECAL 
remove ZDC HCAL 
install 8 copper bars 

remove ZDC ECAL 
remove ZDC HCAL 
install 8 copper bars 

1 week after 3 
months cool 
down? 

ZDC=1mSv/h [5] 
copper bars = 0,1-0,3mSv/h 
[5] 
TAN aisle side= 2μSv/h [5] 

Year 2, step DE [2] 
case of bakeout: 
before bakeout 

remove BRAN 
remove 2xZDC type 1 
remove ZDC type 2 
remove ZDC type 3 
install cover? 

remove BRAN 
remove 2xZDC type 1 
remove ZDC type 2 
remove ZDC type 3 
install cover? 

remove BRAN 
remove ZDC ECAL 
remove ZDC HCAL 
install cover? 

remove BRAN 
remove ZDC ECAL 
remove ZDC HCAL 
install cover? 

1 week after 1 
month cool 
down? 

BRAN=? [3] 
ZDC=2mSv/h [3] 
TAN aisle side=3μSv/h [3] 

Year 2, step EA [2] 
case of bakeout: 
after bakeout, before injection 
of high luminosity beam 

remove cover? 
install BRAN 
install 6 copper bars 

remove cover? 
install BRAN 
install 6 copper bars 

remove cover? 
install BRAN 
install 8 copper bars 

remove cover? 
install BRAN 
install 8 copper bars 

1 week after 3 
months cool 
down? 

BRAN? [5] 
copper bars = 0,1mSv/h [5] 
TAN aisle side= 2μSv/h [5] 

Table 5: predicted exchanges of detectors and CU bars during first 2 years including bakeout case 

                                                 
(2) See previous Table 2,Table 3 and Table 4 for steps 
(3) 100 days at 123010 −− scm , 1 day cool down 
(4) 100 days of irradiation at 1233102 −−× scm , 1 month cool down 
(5) 100 days of irradiation at 1233102 −−× scm , 3 months of cool down 
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4.4 Implication of time restriction, access and dose rates 
Some initial implications of the data explained in the previous chapters are listed below. Further 
implications need to be discussed with radioprotection group and investigated more deeply. 

4.4.1 LHCf removal and ZDC insertion at 123010 −− scm  during first year 
Concerning the LHCf removal and ZDC insertion at point 1 (step AB), the two parameters have 
to be taken into account: 

- radiological dose rate: ~10μSv/h for LHCf 
- fast intervention on both TANs to reduce the delay between 2 runs 

These 2 requirements lead to the following constraints: 
- no dismantling of shielding walls at point 1 
- no traveling on 1 sector with big machines (1 hours forwards+ 3 hours travel 

backwards) to reach point 1 
- handling of LHCf and ATLAS ZDC detectors to be done with light handling tool 

(foldable hand stacker or similar) or system permanently in situ: the dimension of 
this shall be allow the passing of the chicanes at point 1 and lowering into PM56 
lift 

- The dimension of the LHCf, Cu bars and ZDC boxes shall pass the chicane on a 
short transpallet  

4.4.2 ZDC removal and copper bars installation for high luminosity run preparation and Removal 
of ZDC and BRAN for bakeout 

Concerning the ZDC removal and copper bars insertion before the first high luminosity run 
(year 2, step DA) and the ZDC and BRAN removal and re-insertion in the slot for bakeout (step 
DE), the two parameters have to be taken into account: 

- Radiological dose rates: 1-2mSv/h for ZDC, ~0,1-0,3mSv/h for copper bars 
- Free access, long intervention, heavy means admitted during shutdown 

These 2 requirements lead to the following constraints: 
- dismantling of shielding walls at point 1 possible 
- traveling of 1 sector with big machines (1 hours forwards + 3 hours travel 

backwards) possible but dangerous 
- Handling of ZDC and BRAN detectors can be done with shielded heavy means 

coming from outside (adjacent point), or in situ permanent system 
- BRAN, ATLAS and CMS ZDC and copper bars will need shielded boxes. 

4.4.3 Insertion of all detectors after bakeout  
In case of bakeout, all the detectors need to be re-inserted before a further run can be performed 
(step EA): the same parameters and requirements have to be taken into account. 

5. THIRD AND FOLLOWING YEARS: RUNS AT NOMINAL LUMINOSITY 123410 −− scm  

5.1 Predicted LHC run and layout of TAN slots 
Here below the scenario of occupation of the TAN slots during the following years of LHC 
exploitation in chronological steps. 
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• TAN 1L et 1R: 
Step Luminosity Source Slot 

1 
Slot 
2 

Slot 
3 

Slot 4 Slot 
5 

Slot 
6 

Slot 
7 

Slot 
8 

Slot 
9 

Slot 
10 

A 
B 

1028÷1034 
cm-2s-1 

pp Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

BRAN
A 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

C 1025÷1027 

cm-2s-1 
HI  ZDC type 

3 
Cu 
bar 

BRAN
A 

Cu 
bar 

ZDC 
type 
1 

ZDC 
type 
1 

ZDC type 
2 

Cu 
bar 

D Shutdown -- ZDC type 
3 

Cu 
bar 

BRAN
A 

Cu 
bar 

ZDC 
type 
1 

ZDC 
type 
1 

ZDC type 
2 

Cu 
bar 

E Bakeout -- Empty Cu 
bar 

Empty Cu 
bar 

Empty Cu 
bar 

Table 6: slot occupation of TAN LSS1L and LSS1R during the 3rd and following years of LHC exploitation 

• TAN 5L et 5R: 
S Luminosity Source Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 

3 
Slot 
4 

Slot 
5 

Slot 
6 

Slot 
7 

Slot 
8 

Slot 
9 

Slot 
10 

A 
B 

1028÷1034 
cm-2s-1 

pp Cu bar BRAN Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

Cu 
bar 

C 1025÷1027 

cm-2s-1  
HI CMS 

ZDC 
ECAL 

BRAN Cu 
bar 

CMS ZDC HCAL 

D Shutdown -- CMS 
ZDC 
ECAL 

BRAN Cu 
bar 

CMS ZDC HCAL 

E Bakeout -- Empty Cu 
bar 

Empty 

Table 7: slot occupation of TAN LSS5L and LSS5R during the 3rd and following years of LHC exploitation 

5.2 Predicted exchanges, time allowed, residual dose rates in 3rd and following years 
In the following page Table 7 including all elements exchanges that are approved today 
(detectors and copper bars) is presented. Table 7 includes all predicted changes for the 3-7 years 
of nominal LHC run (phase II of LHC) when the maximum luminosity will be 123410 −− scm . 
All the residual dose rates are based on the studies performed by N. Mokhov simulations. The 
corresponding average residual doses curves are included in annex 1.  
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                Position 
Year/Step 

1L 1R 5L 5R time available 
for exchange 

average residual dose rates 
[ref. annex 1] 

year 3-10, step BC 
[6] 
change of source 
between pp and HI 

remove 6 copper bars 
install ZDC type 3 
install 2xZDC type 1 
install ZDC type 2 

remove 6 copper bars 
install ZDC type 3 
install 2xZDC type 1 
install ZDC type 2 

remove 8 copper bars 
install ZDC ECAL 
install ZDC HCAL 

remove 8 copper bars 
install ZDC ECAL 
install ZDC HCAL 

24 hours? CU bar=8-20-mSv/h increasing 
with run numbers [7] 
ZDC=~2mSv/h decreasing with 
time 
TAN aisle side=~100μSv/h [7] 

year 3-10, step DA 
[6] 
no bakeout 
after shutdown, 
before injection 
of further year 

remove 2xZDC type 1 
remove ZDC type 2 
remove ZDC type 3 
install 6 copper bars 

remove 2xZDC type 1 
remove ZDC type 2 
remove ZDC type 3 
install 6 copper bars 

remove ZDC ECAL 
remove ZDC HCAL 
install 8 copper bars 

remove ZDC ECAL 
remove ZDC HCAL 
install 8 copper bars 

1 week? CU bar=2-8-mSv/h increasing 
with run numbers[8] 
ZDC=~2mSv/h decreasing with 
time 
TAN aisle side= 2μSv/h [8] 

year 3-10, step DE 
[6] 
case of bakeout: 
before bakeout 

remove BRAN 
remove 2 ZDCs type 1 
remove ZDC type 2 
remove ZDC type 3 
install cover? 

remove BRAN 
remove 2 ZDCs type 1 
remove ZDC type 2 
remove ZDC type 3 
install cover? 

remove BRAN 
remove ZDC ECAL 
remove ZDC HCAL 
install cover? 

remove BRAN 
remove ZDC ECAL 
remove ZDC HCAL 
install cover? 

1 week? BRAN=? [9] 
ZDC=~2mSv/h decreasing with 
time 
TAN aisle side=3μSv/h [9] 

year 3-10, step EA 
[6] 
case of bakeout: 
after bakeout before 
re-injecting 

remove cover? 
install BRAN 
install 6 copper bars 

remove cover? 
install BRAN 
install 6 copper bars 

remove cover? 
install BRAN 
install 8 copper bars 

remove cover? 
install BRAN 
install 8 copper bars 

1 week? BRAN? [8] 
ZDC=~2mSv/h decreasing with 
time 
TAN aisle side= 2μSv/h [8] 

Table 8: predicted exchanges of detectors and CU bars during following LHC years including bakeout case 

                                                 
(6) See previous Table 6 and Table 7 for steps 
(7) 100 days of irradiation at 123410 −− scm , 3 days cool down 
(8) 100 days of irradiation at 123410 −− scm , 3 months cool down 
(9) 100 days of irradiation at 123410 −− scm , 1 month cool down 
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5.3 Unforeseen but probable detector handling, time allowed, residual dose rates 

5.3.1 Case of ZDC return for low luminosity pp run 
It is not excluded a priori that the CMS and ATLAS ZDC modules will be inserted during the 
first phase of some pp runs and replaced with Cu bars for the high luminosity pp run. In this 
case, the same radiation values as written before have to be taken into account: 

- ZDC residual dose at the insertion should be from 2mSv/h to 0,2mSv/h. At the 
removal of ZDC, after the 123310 −− scm  run (30 days) and 1 day cool down, the 
residual dose is 10-20mSv/h. 

- Copper bars residual dose of ~2-8 mSv/h after a pp run at 123410 −− scm  and 3 
months of cool down or ~8-20mSv/h after a pp run at 123410 −− scm  and 3 days of 
cool down 

5.3.2 Case of LHCf return for low luminosity pp run at point 1 
There is a chance that the LHCf will come back as well for dedicated low luminosity runs at 
point 1. In this case, the same radiation values as written before have to be taken into account: 

- LHCf residual dose ~10μSv/h 
- Copper bars residual dose of ~2-8 mSv/h after a pp run at 123410 −− scm  and 3 

months of cool down if insertion of LHCf is at the beginning of the run or 
~20mSv/h after a pp run at 123410 −− scm  and 1 day of cool down if the insertion of 
the LHCf is done after un initial high luminosity 

5.3.3 Emergency removal in case of detector failure 
Table 7 does not include de case of an emergency removal of one of the detectors due to failure. 
In such a case, the ZDC average residual dose rate can be considered ~2-0,2mSv/h decreasing 
during the following years. 

5.4 Implication of time restriction, access and dose rates in 3rd and following years 
Some initial implications of the data explained in the previous chapters are listed below. Further 
implications need to be discussed with radioprotection group and investigated more deeply. 
The Level of residual dose rates of ZDC detectors and copper bars (>2mSv/h) puts this 
handling operation in the level of radiological risk III and requires ALARA intervention for a 
compulsory optimization of the handling system (EDMS 810176). 
Concerning both the removal of the copper bars (IP1 and IP5) to insert the ZDC detectors for 
HI runs and the possible installation and removal of LHCf and ZDC during pp runs, the two 
parameters have to be taken into account: 

- ZDCs and bars activation in the previous runs 
- fast intervention on both TANs to reduce the delay between 2 runs  

These 2 requirements lead to the following constraints: 
- no dismantling of shielding walls at point 1 
- not traveling of 1 sector with big machines (1 hours forwards+ 3 hours travel 

backwards) 
- handling of copper bars and ZDC detectors to be done with specific handling tools 

(shielded or remotely handled): the dimension of this shall allow the passing of the 
chicanes at point 1 and pt5 

- The dimension of the ZDC and Cu bars shielded boxes shall overpass the chicane 
on a short transpallet 

Concerning the ZDC and BRAN removal for a bakeout, the scenario to be taken into account is 
the same, with the exception that the cool down time of those should be 1 month or more and 
that the shielding walls would have been dismounted giving free access to standard handling 
means. 
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For cover handling, the access to the TAN will be all open and it will be possible to access with 
existing handling means if ok with RP. 

6. TIME INTERVENTION REQUIREMENTS 
The time allowed for detector exchange evaluated in terms of beam to beam interruption time is 
a major input requirement for the TAN detectors handling project. At this stage of studies no 
clear indication of the maximum acceptable time without physics has been given for all the 
requested changes of TAN slot configuration. 
This time shall include: 

- Necessary time to ventilate the tunnel to eliminate contamination risks 
- Waiting time to reach the necessary ambient dose for the requested intervention 

time (the higher the intervention time for handling, the higher the waiting time 
before acceding the LHC) 

- The detectors disconnecting time 
- The handling intervention time including the time spent to insert machines, 

shielding and other tools necessary to perform the intervention 
- The time to bring out all the tooling and the shielded containers if any 
- The detector reconnecting time 

The requested exchange time will have a direct implication on cost and complexity of the 
handling system to be foreseen. Long intervention time will lead to a lower cost handling 
solution, but the ambient residual dose rates can constitute a bottleneck for long interventions. 
An agreement concerning delay and intervention times between all parties shall be reached as a 
necessary milestone before deciding upon a particular handling solution. 

7. RADIOPROTECTION REQUIREMENTS 
"Work" is defined as all interventions to insert or retract Cu-bars or detectors at IR1 and IR5 
during any consecutive 12-months period. 
- The design must be revised if the work is estimated to give rise to an annual individual 

dose exceeding 2mSv (design constraint) 
- The ALARA approach has to be applied in order to keep the doses to personnel as low 

as reasonably achievable. 
- The design and work must be reviewed by the ALARA committee if any of the three 

conditions is fulfilled (General Safety Instruction, ALARA) 
• the estimated residual dose rate at 30cm distance to an activated object exceeds 

2mSv/h 
• the estimated annual individual dose exceeds 1mSv 
• the estimated annual collective dose exceeds 10mSv 

- The design must be optimized if the work gives rise to an annual dose above 100uSv for 
persons involved in work. The decision-making process must be documented. 

- The annual effective dose for radiation workers of category B involved in the work must 
not exceed the legal limit of 6 mSv in 12 consecutive months, the one for radiation 
workers of category A must not exceed the legal limit of 20 mSv in 12 consecutive 
months. (Safety Code F) In addition, CERN applies an internal constraint of 6 mSv per 
year and per person which must not be exceeded. 

8. NEXT STEPS 
The next stage of work is for the relevant parties to agree about the content of this document. In 
particular, all parties should agree about: 

- exchange operations 
- calculated radiation dose rates 
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- access restrictions 
- job dose design constraints and 
- intervention times and delays 

in order to have an agreed basis for evaluation of different handling solutions. 
 

Caterina Bertone 
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ANNEX 1: RESIDUAL DOSE RATES DECREASE CURVES FROM N. MOKHOV. 

TAN Integration – CERN, Mar. 10, 2006 MARS15: Radiation in TAN, LHCf & ZDC - N. Mokhov 10

TAN AVERAGE RESIDUAL DOSE vs TIME AT L=1034

Averaged over copper bars Averaged over the aisle
side of the iron shielding

 

TAN Integration – CERN, Mar. 10, 2006 MARS15: Radiation in TAN, LHCf & ZDC - N. Mokhov 15

LHCf AVERAGE RESIDUAL DOSE vs TIME AT L=1030

Averaged over copper barsAveraged over tungsten
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TAN Integration – CERN, Mar. 10, 2006 MARS15: Radiation in TAN, LHCf & ZDC - N. Mokhov 22

ZDC AVERAGE RESIDUAL DOSE vs TIME AT L=1033

Averaged over tungsten Averaged over copper bars
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TAN detectors handling

Situation and remote handling 
proposal
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TAN situation 
4 TANs are installed in IP1L&R, IP5L&R
Each TAN is equipped with 1 slot corresponding to 10 Copper bars
TANs are situated in LSS zones with ~0,7 degree slope and 0,4 degrees 
tilt
Overall measured dimension of the slot is 998x94,9x605mm (lxwxh) (inf. 
to design)
Tilt combined with height of the slot (605mm) gives an horizontal shift of 
7,5mm in parallel to the machine axis and ~4mm perpendicular to this

IP

LHC arc
Slot
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TAN location and access

chicane chicane

chicane

Surface access

Surface access
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Detectors and position pt1-I
LHCf

ZDC type 1ZDC type 2
BRAN

IP1
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Detectors and position pt1-II
ZDC type 3

BRAN ZDC type 1
ZDC type 2

IP1
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Detectors and position pt5
ZDC ECAL

BRAN
ZDC HCAL

IP5
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Local space constraints
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Detectors dimension 
requirements

Max width 92mm (1,5mm space on each side)
Max height over TAN 28cm (20 cm space on the 
top when extracting)
4mm of space between a detector and the other
Chamfer of 2mmx15 degrees on the bottom (to 
pass the 1mm steps)
Fix firmly cables (to avoid falling into the slots 
during operations)
Centering pins shall not add additional constraints 
that these dimensions
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Runs at low luminosity pt1: first 2 years

IP
1L

Luminosity Source Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 Slot 5 Slot 6 Slot 7 Slot 8 Slot 9 Slot 10

A 1028÷1030

cm-2s-1
pp LHCf BRAN 

A
Cu bar ZDC 

type 1
Cu bar Cu bar Cu bar Cu bar

B 1030÷1033

cm-2s-1
pp Cu bar Cu bar Cu bar BRAN

A
Cu bar ZDC 

type 1
Cu bar Cu bar Cu bar Cu bar

C Shutdown -- Cu bar Cu bar Cu bar BRAN

A

Cu bar ZDC 
type 1

Cu bar Cu bar Cu bar Cu bar

D Bakeout -- Cu bar Cu bar Cu bar Empty Cu bar Empty Cu bar Cu bar Cu bar Cu bar

IP1 Luminosity Source Slot 
1

Slot 
2

Slot 
3

Slot 4 Slot 
5

Slot 6 Slot 7 Slot 
8

Slot 
9

Slot 
10

A 1028÷1030

cm-2s-1
pp LHCf BRAN

A
Cu 
bar

ZDC 
type 1

ZDC 
type 1

ZDC type 2 Cu 
bar

B 1030÷1033

cm-2s-1
pp ZDC type 3 Cu 

bar
BRAN

A
Cu 
bar

ZDC 
type 1

ZDC 
type 1

ZDC type 2 Cu 
bar

C 1025÷1027

cm-2s-1 (2nd 
year only)

HI ZDC type 3 Cu 
bar

BRAN
A

Cu 
bar

ZDC 
type 1

ZDC 
type 1

ZDC type 2 Cu 
bar

D Shutdown -- ZDC type 3 Cu 
bar

BRAN
A

Cu 
bar

ZDC 
type 1

ZDC 
type 1

ZDC type 2 Cu 
bar

E Bakeout -- Empty Cu 
bar

Empty Cu 
bar

Empty Cu 
bar

•LHCf can return back after first year for dedicated low luminosity run

•ZDC and BRAN need to be extracted for bakeout or failure
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Runs at low luminosity pt5: first 2 years

•ZDC and BRAN need to be extracted for bakeout or failure

S Luminosity Source Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 Slot 5 Slot 6 Slot 7 Slot 8 Slot 9 Slot 10

A
B

1028÷1033

cm-2s-1
pp ZDC 

ECAL
BRAN Cu bar CMS ZDC HCAL

C 1025÷1027 

cm-2s-1 

(2nd year only)

HI ZDC 
ECAL

BRAN Cu bar CMS ZDC HCAL

D Shutdown -- ZDC 
ECAL

BRAN Cu bar CMS ZDC HCAL

E Bakeout -- Empty Cu bar Empty
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Residual dose rates during low lum. run

BRAN~ CU bars = 0,1-0,3mSv/h (100d irradiation, 3m 
cool down)

LHCf=~10μSv/h (100d irradiation, 1d cool down) 

ZDC = ~1-2mSv/h (1-3m cool down-> case ZDC removal after 1-3 

months) or ~20-25mSv/h (1d cool down-> case LHCf return after 
10^33 run)

TAN aisle side =~2-10μSv/h (100d irradiation, 1d-3m cool 
down)

Access time depending on ambient radiation 
and intervention duration
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Runs nominal luminosity
1 Luminosity Source Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 Slot 5 Slot 6 Slot 7 Slot 8 Slot 9 Slot 10

A
B

1028÷1034

cm-2s-1
pp Cu bar Cu bar Cu bar BRAN

A
Cu bar Cu bar Cu bar Cu bar Cu bar Cu bar

C 1025÷1027 

cm-2s-1
HI ZDC type 3 Cu bar BRAN

A
Cu bar ZDC 

type 1
ZDC 
type 1

ZDC type 2 Cu bar

D Shutdown -- ZDC type 3 Cu bar BRAN
A

Cu bar ZDC 
type 1

ZDC 
type 1

ZDC type 2 Cu bar

E Bakeout -- Empty Cu bar Empty Cu bar Empty Cu bar

5 Luminosity Source Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Slot 4 Slot 5 Slot 6 Slot 7 Slot 8 Slot 9 Slot 10

A
B

1028÷1034

cm-2s-1
pp Cu bar BRAN Cu bar Cu bar Cu bar Cu bar Cu bar Cu bar Cu bar Cu bar

C 1025÷1027 

cm-2s-1 
HI CMS ZDC 

ECAL
BRAN Cu bar CMS ZDC HCAL

D Shutdown -- CMS ZDC 
ECAL

BRAN Cu bar CMS ZDC HCAL

E Bakeout -- Empty Cu bar Empty

•LHCf can return back after first year for dedicated low luminosity run
•ZDC can return for low luminosity pp runs
•ZDC and BRAN need to be extracted for bakeout or failure
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Residual dose rates during high lum. run

BRAN~ CU bars = 8-20mSv/h (100d 
irradiation, 3d cool down)

ZDC = ~2-0,2mSv/h (decreasing with time if only HI 
runs)

TAN aisle side =~100μSv/h (100d irradiation, 
3d cool down)

Access time depending on ambient 
radiation and intervention duration
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First implications for whatever 
handling system

Shielded boxes are needed for storage 
of all detectors whatever handling 
system ~ 20t= 130 kCHF
Handling points for each detector =  
15kCHF
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Shielded boxes
Shielded box for each detector (with cover?) 
and max. number of CU bars that have been 
removed before run (4x8 bars container)
30cm iron if containers stay near beam (CU 
bar), ~5cm lead (detectors) if they stay in UL 
or bypass (but small enough to pass 
chicanes)
4+4containters for ATLAS ZDC, 2+2 for 
CMS ZDC, 4 for BRAN (LHCf?) +4 for 8 CU 
bars = 18 containers for a total weight of 20t
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Actual system
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Actual system

Persons are on the TAN, touching the 
detectors, long intervention 
(~15min/piece) 

Refused by RP as handling method for 
radioactive detectors and environment

Big access-> big means 
Not possible since restricted access 
during runs (PM56 lift, UJ13 and UJ17 
chicanes)
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Proposal conforming to all 
requirements

Mini-cranes with remote control:
Requires 15-20 min access before handling to put 
3 cameras, plug the control cable (same after 
operation) and check all fonctions
Allows all in-out detectors movements
Allows fast TAN reconfiguration (24 hours, 4 
TAN)
Requires only personnel access
Includes 4 in-situ mini-cranes, 1 control box with 
screens, 3 cameras
6 months for first operational mini-crane
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Mini-crane – face - pt1
Height limitation

ATLAS ZDC LHCf

BRAN

LHCf box
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Mini-crane – face - pt5

CMS ZDC

Mire geo
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Mini-crane – face - pt5 - detail

Passage zone 
monorail

Max lateral 
position for 
detector

supports

lamp
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Mini-crane - side

Shielded box 8 
CU bars: 
permanent 30cm 
iron

Biggest detector 
shielded box 
(ZDC): removable 
5cm lead
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Mini-crane budget

6 months for first operational mini-crane

Structure, rails, wheels –all stainless steel 80kCHF

Control box with 3 screens, 3 cameras, cabling 70kCHF

Motors, high precision gear boxes, encoders 48kCHF

Electrical cables, electrical boxes + installation 10kCHF

Machined mechanical parts 130kCHF

Inox tooth rail, rack and pinion, translation screw, ball bearings 25kCHF

Strength gages and force-position sensors and feedback 12kCHF

Test bench 5kCHF

Installation and vault fixation 4x 5kCHF

Total for 4 complete mini-cranes in working conditions 400kCHF

18 shielding boxes, copper bars modification and lifting points for each detector and 
bar

145kCHF

Overall total 545kCHF
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Conclusion 
Do you still agree to all your 
requirements?

Detectors go out and in at whatever 
moment even if not shutdown: complete 
freedom
24 hours for complete reconfiguration of 4 
TANs
No access of big means
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Conclusion II
We agree with the requirements, but we 
will have the money later on:

ZDC heavy dose rates during first 2 years 
require a ‘special’ handling solution, so 
conditions for delaying are:

ZDCs never go out for the TAN till the special 
handling solution is complete: they will not be 
removed for bakeout or failure
LHCf cannot come back before special handling 
solution is complete since its insertion requires 
ZDC removal
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Conclusion - II 
We can release on some requirements, 
can you propose something less 
expensive?

Intervention time 3 days
Individual dose after intervention = 2mSv
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1. DETAILED DESCRIPTION by Caterina Bertone 

Four TANs are installed in LHC ring in 1L, 1R, 5L and 5R. They are situated immediately 
before the D2 magnets and are used to shield and protect them from quenching. 
Inside each TAN, the 2 vacuum pipes converge into one. In the upper side of TAN, 
immediately after the 2 pipes separation point, a vertical slot has been created during 
the design phase to ‘eventually’ integrate particle detectors. This slot has been filled 
with 10 copper bars to be used in the presently foreseen TAN configuration. 
In the last years, in addition to the machine beam rate monitor BRAN (4 elements), 3 
different experiments have requested to be installed into the TAN slot: ATLAS ZDC (8 
elements), CMS ZDC (4 elements) and LHCf (2 elements).  
Each of these shall be regularly inserted and removed from TAN depending on 
luminosity, bakeout, beam type and/or failure (ref. EDMS 875386). While removing the 
detectors, they shall be replaced by the Cu bars to ensure a correct protection of D2 
downstream magnets. These exchange operations will take place during shutdowns and 
technical stops when strict access limitations will be applied and short intervention 
times required.  
Detailed studies by N. Mokhov (from FermiLAB) show that the level of activation and 
remanent doses of detectors and copper bars are so high that a human intervention for 
TAN reconfiguration (EDMS 857468) has been refused by SC/RP group. 
Presently, all general services (cables, pipes, radiation monitors etc) have been 
completed and all detectors have been built leaving very little space for the TAN 
detectors exchange tools. 

2. REASONS FOR CHANGE by Caterina Bertone 

All those conditions have shown that a remote controlled handling system is compulsory 
to limit the doses to personnel and respect ALARA and INB principles. 
Input data and technical requirements for remote exchange system design are 
described into the EDMS document n. 862609. Detector handling requirements and lack 
of space have led to the pre-design of a miniaturised crane with a high level of 
sophistication to be installed in situ above of each TAN (EDMS 862613). 
Moreover a complete set of shielded containers shall be installed beside the TAN to 
protect the environment from the detectors and Cu bars extracted from TAN. 

3. IMPACT ON COST, SCHEDULE & PERFORMANCE by Caterina Bertone 

3.1 COSTS AND COST PROPOSED SHARE 

Cost estimation for 4 mini-cranes to be fully developed at CERN (100% CERN staff for 
design, assembly and installation) is 400kCHF. Cost estimation for 4 complete sets of 
shielded containers is 145kCHF. These costs do not include FSU or MME/DE costs that 
we need to take into account from 1/1/2008. 
The proposed cost share is: 

Experiment Proposed budget repartition or 
equivalent in-kind 

Equivalent budget % 
per experiment 

ATLAS 215kCHF 40% 
CMS 215kCHF 40% 
LHCf 15kCHF 2,6% 
LHC Project 100kCHF + personnel + FSU 18,4% 
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Due to complexity and space restriction, the only reasonable solution to get these 
mini-cranes working properly is to fully assemble and commission the first mini-crane 
at CERN as a prototype in the tunnel mock-up. 
The prototype construction and testing will allow refining of the mechanical design and 
confirmation of the final components. A full set of as-built drawings would be made 
after the first mini-crane has been tested. 
The budget/deliverables/steps become the following (in chronological order): 
 LHC Project pays the first complete crane (100kCHF) and ensures the availability of 

required personnel (by financing or getting agreements with the concerned groups 
such as TS/MME). The LHC Project contribution includes the quota for the BRAN. 

 LHCf gives an in-kind or money contribution of 15kCHF possibly at the initial stage. 
 The first complete crane is built and tested, then the as-built drawings are 

produced 
 ATLAS and CMS finance/deliver the 3 further cranes based on the as-built drawings. 

Installation will be done by TS/IC. 
 ATLAS and CMS deliver the 4 sets of shielded boxes based on CERN drawings 

3.2 SCHEDULE 

This project and its financing should be approved as soon as possible and in any case 
before the end of 2007. First crane (prototype) will be functional in our mock-up about 
6 months after budgetary approval (06/2008), which may leave the possibility to 
install and test the first crane before the first LHC beam. As-built drawings could be 
finished and sent to ATLAS and CMS collaborations 1 month after. The further 3 
cranes should be ready ~4-6 months after, leading to a tunnel installation of the 3(4) 
cranes in January/February 2009 during the first LHC shutdown period. 
The detectors and CU bars will have a limited radiation remanent dose after the first 
year of operation of LHC. This means that they can be handled with the actual manual 
system at that time. At the end of the first year, all detectors will be replaced by Cu 
bars to allow the installation of mini-cranes and reinstalled afterwards. 
No impact on LHC machine schedule. 

3.3 PERFORMANCES 

The proposed remote handling project assures the operation of the TAN detectors as 
requested in EDMS 875386 and it is compatible with the ALARA and INB principles. 
Should the project not be in time or if in-kind contributions are delayed so as not to 
permit the 4 mini-cranes installation during the first shut-down, the future safe 
handling of detectors and Cu bars cannot be guaranteed anymore. 
The choice is then between removing all detectors and installing of the copper bars 
before the second LHC operation year or leaving all detectors in place without the 
possibility to remove them if they fail. This will clearly limit both the physics 
performance of the experimental detectors and the operation of the LHC in case of 
BRAN failure. 

4. IMPACT ON OTHER ITEMS by Caterina Bertone 

The installation of the mini-cranes requires minor modifications on some devices 
located in the surrounding of the TANs. These modifications have been discussed and 
agreed with the persons in charge of the concerned material, with the LHC integration 
(Y. Muttoni) and with the persons in charge of the coordination on site (S. Grillot, E. 
Paulat and M. Di Gleria) during dedicated visits at point 1 and point 5 organised by 
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TS/LEA-int. Please find below the list of the items to be modified with the name of the 
persons in charge. 
- Cables support, electrical boxes and lamps will be modified/moved by TS/EL (S. 

Brown); 
- Cooling pipes supports will be modified/moved by TS/CV (P. Pigne); 
- An ODH signalisation panel and lamp in UJ53 will be moved by TS/CSE (D. Hay); 
- Each RAMSES counter (PMIL) located in front of each TAN will be moved towards 

the TAN by few centimetres (D. Perrin SC/RP) by SC/RP or TS/IC (choice of the 
team under discussion). 

- TAN permanently installed heating jackets need to be modified to be compatible 
with the detectors services (main reason) and the remote handling (S. Blanchard 
and N. Zelko from AT/VAC) 

- Installed detectors need to be removed to allow the minicrane installation (TS/LEA)  

5. CHANGE CLASS by Project Engineer 

 

6. COMMENTS (COMPULSORY) by Daniela Macina 

The technical proposal is in agreement with the functional specifications (EDMS 
875386) and with what has been decided during the meeting held on 2 October 2007 
(\\ts-dep-lea-int.web.cern.ch\ts-dep-lea-int\RemoteHandling\Meeting-2-Oct-07.pdf) 
with the ATLAS and CMS detectors representatives and the SC/RP group 
representatives. Technical specifications and pre-design drawings are available on:  
\\cern.ch\dfs\Users\c\cbertone\Public\TAN\minicranes. The present document 
specifies in detail the proposal for cost sharing, for the installation schedule and the 
impact (minimal) on other items. The cost for the BRAN detector is included in the 
contribution from the LHC Project while the cost for LHCf corresponds to the 
adaptation piece needed to be compatible with the mini-crane.  

7. COMMENTS (IF REQUIRED) by other Project Engineers 

 

8. COMMENTS (IF ANY) by PLO appropriate Committees 
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